Sweden slam
South Sweden

Scandinavian Prohunters have the best privately owned
properties in the Southern part of Sweden. Our areas are
situated outside Copenhagen on the Swedish side and
around Stockholm.
Roebuck is hunted in the agriculture areas, its a classic spot and
stalk hunt early morning and late evening. Our VIP area has
been producing some of the biggest bucks in the world and
was Kaiser Wilhelms favorite hunting ground.
Apart for Roebuck we can also hunt Mouflon and Wildboar in
May-June, August and if you come later from 1 Sept then we
also can hunt European Red stag, Fallow stag, Mouflon,
Wildboar and even European Bison in nearby areas. Moose is
one of the most difficult species to get a good trophy on. The
hunter will team up with the doghandler and his well trained
and highly skilled dog. It’s a active VERY exciting hunt. If you
wants to combine with Reindeer or Norwegian Red stag we
are only 2 hours flight away from our areas in Norway or why
not take the 2 hours flight to our areas in Scotland or England
where we have Scottish Red stag, Sika, Roebuck, Chinese
Waterdeer , Muntjac, Pere Davis.
Period
1 May - 10 June, 16 - 20 Aug, Roebuck, Wildboar, Mouflon
5 Sept - 31 Dec Roebuck, Wildboar, Mouflon Red stag, Fallow
stag From 12 Oct we can also hunt Moose.

Rough shooting / Mixed wingshooting
Scandinavian Prohunters arranges a small number of
exclusive hunts. We use the very best dog handlers and hunt
at the fantastic castle of Markie Hage in order to be able to
provide a fulfilling and comprehensive HUNTING
experience. It’s a mixed hunt of Hungarian partridge with
pointer dog and spaniels, take-off and flight for ducks and
small classical English drives for pheasant.
Accommodation is in charming hotels on the country side but
can be upgraded to stay in castle or classic country hotel.
Non hunter Just to stay at the lodges itself is a very relaxing
holiday. But for those who wants to we will also arrange
sightseeing in the nearby areas and of course since we are so
close to our Scandinavian capitals Stockholm and Copenhagen
a visit here is a must.
Weapon To bring your gun into Sweden we would need a
copy of your passport, hunting license and weapon ownership
document. For those who prefer to rent gun we can arrange
that.
Transport The principle Airport used are Stockholm airport
or Kastrup / Copenhagen. Its app 1 hour to our different
areas from the airports.

Holiday hunt package
Day 1 Arrival Stockholm transfer to hotel.
Day 2 - 3 Sightseeing in Stockholm
Day 3 Transfer to hunting area app 1 hour drive afternoon
Hunting Roebuck
Day 4 Full hunting day
Day 5 After morning hunt flight to Malmo 1 hour flight or
6 hours by car.
Day 5 Evening hunt
Day 6 Mixed wingshooting
Day 7 Morning hunt then transfer to hotel in Copenhagen
45 min drive, sightseeing
Day 8 Sightseeing - CPH
Day 9 Flight back

$ 6 900

Package price for a hunter and a non hunter
Incl 1 Roebuck, 3 days Hunting, 1 day Wingshooting,
4 nights with breakfast, Transfer, 3 nights in Stockholm,
2 nights in Copenhagen.
Upgrade: Redstag / Fallowstag/Mouflon/Wildboar/Moose
16 Sept - 31 Dec

Roebuck hunt package
Day 1 Arrival Stockholm transfer to hotel.
Day 2 Transfer to hunting area app 1 hour drive afternoon
Hunting Roebuck possibility for / Mouflon / Wildboar
Day 3 - 4 same as day before
Day 6 Morning hunt and then transfer to hotel in Stockholm
Day 7 - 8 Sightseeing in Stockholm
Day 9 Transfer to airport

$ 5 950

Package price for a hunter and a non hunter
Incl 2 Roebucks, 3 days Hunting, 4 nights with breakfast,
Transfer, 3 nights in Stockholm
Upgrade: Redstag / Fallowstag/Mouflon/Wildboar/Moose
15 May - 10 June, 16 Aug - 31 Dec

Price hunter $ 1 450
Non Hunter $ 400

extra day $ 650
extra day $ 200

Price includes:
* 2 days Hunting
* 2 days Accommodation with breakfast
* All organization of the hunt
* All transport during the hunt
* Swedish hunting license
Price doesn´t includes:
* Trophy fee
* Weapon import fee or Rental rifle $ 150
* Transfer airport
* Meals apart from breakfast
* Sightseeing and extra night in Hotel if req.
* Upgrade accommodation
* Fieldpreperation
* Alcoholic drinks
* Gratitudes
* VAT on prices

Trophy fees

Roebuck set price $ 2 500
VIP Roebuck 0 - 349 gram $ 2 000
350 - 399 gram $ 2 600 + $ 12 / gram
400 - 449 gram $ 3 200 + $ 26 / gram
450 - 499 gram $ 4 900 + $ 39 / gram
500 - gram $ 6 970 + $ 75 / gram
Red stag $ 550 / tin
Fallow stag $ 3 900
Moose bull $ 5 500
Moose non trophy $ 3 000
Mouflon $ 55 / cm
Wild boar $ 2 500
Capercaille $ 1 800
Black grouse $ 400
Badger $ 400
Red fox $ 200
Bison $ 8 500 - on req
Wingshooting $ 1 600 extra / day
Moose with dog $ 1 500 extra / day + Trophy fee

